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It seems to me that although this listing has several apparent 
shortcomings it is a most useful foundation on which, with the 
assistance of members of the Society, a more comprehensive and 
updated review could be compiled. It is hardly for me to  
suggest this as an exercise that might be undertaken by  
someone else (perhaps one with more specialist knowledge than I  
of the perfins of the KGV period) so with the approval of the  
Editor I am having a go at it myself. 
Accompanying this Bulletin is a survey form which you are  
invited to complete. What I have done is to list the twenty  
perfins mentioned in the book, leaving some space at the end  
for you to add any dies not included. If there is not enough  
room for all your new ones, please put these on a separate  
sheet using the same column format. 
On your survey form please make any corrections to the first  
column particularly as to the addition or deletion of stops.  
In the second column you should insert the die number which  
appears in the Society's Illustrated Catalogue or a  
specification in the form utilised in the Tomkins Catalogue.  
Tick in the appropriate centre boxes the stamps bearing each  
die which you possess or positively know to exist. 
The last column is for further information, if any, such as  
postmark details and identities. Only include identities which  
you can personally verify and not those you have taken from the 
Society's lists or have copied from other sources. 
Even if you only have one example of a Wembley perfin do please  
send me your completed survey form. There is no need to write a 
covering letter. All information will be collated for future  
publication but returns will not be acknowledged unless you so  
request or either of us should wish to raise any query 

*     *     *     *     * 
PERFIN “34”    Rosemary Smith 
 
In the June '89 Bulletin (No.240) I identified a new die 34 
(Num.0270.04) used by Sheppy Glue A Chemical Works Ltd., Mark 
Lane, London E.C.3. BRIAN SMITH has sent a very interesting 
photocopy relating to this company. The item is a pictorial  
advertising postcard (with perfin) showing one aspect of the  
Glue & Chemical Works. The subsidiary is called 'The Bone  
Crushing Company Ltd' and Brian points out that not only do  
they use the number in their address for the perfin but they  
named one of their products after the road - Fed on "MARK LANE" 
Cakes - Supplied only by The Bone Crushing Company Ltd 

*     *     *     *     * 
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